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ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE

RECOMMENDATION
Receive and file case studies on 1) Metro Orange Line Improvements, and 2) San
Fernando Valley/San Gabriel Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor in response to the
July 2014 Board directive (Attachment A). Attachment B contains the Metro Orange
Line(MOL)Improvements report and Attachment C contains the San Fernando Valley
(SFV)/San Gabriel Valley(SGV) High Capacity Transit Corridor report.
ISSUE
At the July 24, 2014 meeting, the Board directed staff to develop and fund feasibility
studies to examine options for: 1) enhancing service, performance and ridership on the
MOL Bus Rapid Transit(BRT), including potential conversion to Light Rail Transit
(LRT); and 2) connecting the SFV and SGV through a High Capacity Transit Corridor.
In response to the Board direction, staff initiated two high-level sketch planning
analyses (case studies) as part of the Mobility Matrix effort for the SFV and SGV
subregions. This report provides both case studies' findings.
DISCUSSION
The MOL Improvements and SFV/SGV High Capacity Corridor case studies provide a
high-level analysis of the general physical configuration, adjacent land uses, current
ridership and travel time information, general cost information (high level capital and
operating costs) and issues and constraints. These analyses did not include detailed
engineering, cost analysis or ridership modeling, but rather included high level
estimated ridership volumes and cost analysis.

Metro Orange Line Improvements Case Studv
The MOL opened in 2005 from North Hollywood to Warner Center along the former
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way, followed by an extension to Chatsworth in 2012.
The MOL totals nearly 18-miles in length from North Hollywood to Chatsworth, and
includes 18 stations (Attachment D). As it has grown in popularity to nearly 30,000
weekday boardings, Metro has incrementally improved the MOL service to keep pace
with ridership growth. The three busiest stations are currently North Hollywood, Van
Nuys, and Reseda, with approximately 7,600, 3,600, and 2,400 boardings per weekday,
respectively. Metro, in cooperation with the City of Los Angeles, is defining
improvements to the existing service which will reduce travel time and potentially
address overcrowding.
Alternative 1 — Enhancements to Existing BRT Service
MOL vehicles are currently crowded during peak periods of the day, especially the
highest-ridership segment between North Hollywood and Reseda. The highest peak
loads occur for several hours in the morning, with MOL buses having seats available for
passengers for most of the rest of the day.
A number of improvements were examined to allow for higher speeds and shorter travel
times. The proposed improvements include: increasing speeds through the
intersections, at-grade crossing improvements, grade separations at key intersections,
increased bus capacity, and added service. Several vehicle options were analyzed to
increase capacity including: platooning buses (operating one bus behind another),
running additional buses in the peak periods between North Hollywood and Reseda
(improvements west of the Reseda station would be needed to allow buses to turn
around), or replacing the current 60-foot buses with higher-capacity 80-foot vehicles,
which requires State legislation.
Alternative 2 — Convert Metro Orange Line to Rail
The second alternative analyzed is conversion of the BRT system to LRT. The MOL
was constructed to allow for future conversion to rail service; therefore, several
components of the system can be reused, including bridges, and pavement/drainage.
While much of the guideway and station areas could be reused for rail service, there is
also new construction that would be needed such as tracks, station platforms, grade
crossing improvements/separations, systems, vehicles, and a maintenance facility.
A critical element of converting the MOL to LRT is constructing the improvements
needed, while still moving existing passengers to their destinations. Replacement onstreet bus service would need to be operated. Additionally, phasing construction so
that only a part of the busway is closed at a particular time could minimize construction
impacts. Completing the conversion to LRT in phases would require closing the MOL
for several years. While replacement on-street bus service and phasing would
potentially lessen construction impacts, there would still be major challenges during
construction, such as closures of cross streets, impacts to the MOL bikeway, slower
bus speeds on replacement service as a result of operating on already congested
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streets in mixed flow traffic, noise/vibration/air quality impacts, and right-of-way impacts.
It is likely that construction of the rail conversion would take from 24 to 36 months to
complete once funding is identified, environmental clearance is secured, right-of-way
acquisition is completed, and a construction contract awarded. Table 1 below
summarizes the travel times, capacity (passengers per hour per direction), and costs for
both alternatives.
Table 1 — Summary of Metro Orange Line Improvements Alternatives
-

-

-

.Existing Travel Time
Projected Travel Time
Potential Travel Time
Improvements
Existing Capacity*
Projected Capacity
Potential Capacity
Improvement over Existing
Rough Order of Magnitude
(ROM)Capital Cost(2015 $)
ROM Annual Operations
Maintenance Cost(2015 $)
&

56 59 min
—

41

44 49 min
—

44 min

—

15 min

10 12 min
—

1,300
1,900 2,600

3,300 7,500

50% 100%

250% 580%

—

—

$230M
$20M

—

—

$350M

$1.2B $1.6B

$29M

$46M

—

—

—

$69M

—

*Capacity = passengers per hour per direction

Conclusion
Existing MOL Passenger volumes are nearing capacity in the eastern segment and for
short periods of time during peak hours only. Additional capacity and travel time
improvements can be realized through the BRT enhancements explored. In the nearterm, enhancements to the existing MOL service could provide a 50%-100% capacity
improvement, and a 10-12 minute travel time improvement between North Hollywood
and Chatsworth, a 20% improvement over existing travel times. Conversion of the MOL
to LRT has an estimated cost of over a billion dollars to implement and requires a long
and disruptive construction process, as well as environmental clearance. In addition,
annual Operations and Maintenance(O&M)costs for LRT are over two times more than
the BRT enhancements. Travel time savings from running a LRT system nets an
additional 3-5 minutes in comparison to enhancements to existing BRT services.
These should be explored and implemented as appropriate prior to converting the line
to LRT.
SFV/SGV Hiqh Capacity Transit Corridor Case Study
The SFV to SGV High Capacity Transit Corridor study area (Attachment E)stretches
approximately 60 miles from Warner Center to Montclair in San Bernardino County.
Any funding needs beyond the County Line would require further coordination and
agreement with San Bernardino County. The corridor area can be defined by three
segments: 1)the West Segment from Warner Center to North Hollywood, 2)the Central
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Segment along the State Route (SR) 134 corridor from North Hollywood to Pasadena,
including Burbank Bob Hope Airport (this was selected as one of many possible
alignments for analysis purposes only), and 3)the East Segment from the Metro Gold
Line in Pasadena to Montclair along the former BNSF Railroad right-of-way (Metro Gold
Line Foothill Phases 2A opening in 2016 and 2B in the environmental and design
phases). As the West Segment is currently served by the MOL and the East Segment
by the Metro Gold Line, this discussion focuses on proposed transit improvements in
the Central Segment. The MOL Improvements Case Study discusses transit
improvements in the West Segment.
Two alternatives to improve transit service through the SFV and SGV were analyzed: 1)
BRT Service from North Hollywood to Pasadena, including improvements to the MOL in
the West Segment as noted in the case study, and the Metro Gold Line in the East
Segment, and 2) Light Rail Transit(LRT)service from Warner Center to Montclair.
Central Segment
The only existing transit line that travels between North Hollywood and Pasadena is the
Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Commuter Express 549, which
operates weekdays only during traditional morning and evening commute hours. The
line travels approximately 15 miles between North Hollywood and Pasadena and
includes 11 stations. It averages 420 weekday boardings. °c ^r°.,;^„°'., r°^^,+°,~ +^
ro^.,:row f„^,~;^^. Currently, buses are subject to significant congestion on the SR-134.
Alternatives 1 and 2 below provide an overview of the proposed transit improvements in
the Central Segment, which would be combined with the MOL and Metro Gold Line.
Alternative 1 - BRT Service from North Hollywood to Pasadena
The improved bus service is assumed to be an extension of MOL service from North
Hollywood to Pasadena via Lankershim Blvd. and the SR-134 High Occupancy Vehicle
(HOV)lanes, with new drop ramps and stations along the freeway. New drop ramps
into the High Occupancy Vehicle(HOV)lanes would be installed on SR-134 at
Lankershim Boulevard and in Downtown Pasadena, with the buses using the HOV
lanes in between. New median busway stations (similar to the Metro Silver Line along
the Harbor Transitway/I-110) could be installed in the Burbank Media District and
Downtown Glendale. Buses are proposed to run every eight minutes during the peak
period, with lesser headways in the off-peak. Only Warner Center Metro Orange Line
buses would travel to Pasadena (Chatsworth buses would continue to terminate at
North Hollywood), a transfer point would be needed to the Metro Gold Line.
Alternative 2 — Liaht Rail Transit(LRT)service from Warner Center to Montclair
It was assumed that a LRT line will follow a route between Pasadena, the Bob Hope
Airport, and North Hollywood in a mix of at-grade, aerial and tunnel alignments as local
conditions and Metro policy dictate, and that the need for a new maintenance facility
would require further analysis. Aline of this length would be approaching the practical
length limits of a single LRT line, leading to potential operational and schedule reliability
issues. A transfer will be necessary in Pasadena to the Metro Gold Line. Finding a
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logical transfer point close to the alignment and convenient for passengers may be
difficult. Table 2 below summarizes the existing and high level estimated ridership
volumes for each segment for both Alternatives. Table 3 below summarizes the costs
and travel times of both alternatives for the entire SFV/SGV Corridor.
Table 2: Summary of Ridership — Warner Center to Montclair
Existing Conditions
420'
28,000'
Alternative 1 - BRT Service from North Hollywood to Pasadena
+2
28,000
1,100-1,7003
(50%- 100%
Projected Ridership
capacity increase)
Alternative 2 —LRT service from Warner Center to Montclair
+Z
28,000
20,000-30,0003
(150% - 480%
Forecasted Ridership
capacity increase)

43,000

65,000-77,0004

65,000-77,0004

Includes boardings at all stations along the existing route
2 West segment ridership has not yet been estimated — projected capacity increase shown for reference
3 Central segment ridership forecast in Bob Hope Airport Ground Access Study
4 East segment ridership forecast by Foothill Authority

Table 3: Summary of SFV/SGV High Capacity Transit Corridor Alternatives
•~-Existing Conditions Travel Time
(Warner Center to Montclair)
Projected Travel Time
Potential Travel Time
Improvements
Rough Order of Magnitude
(ROM)Capital Cost(2015 $)
ROM Annual Operations &
Maintenance Cost(2015 $)

170 — 215 min
113 — 139 min

126 — 136 min

57 — 76 min

44 — 79 min

$1,200M - $1,900M

$4,600M - $8,000M

$110M - $160M

$160M — $250M

Conclusion
Significant challenges arise from implementing one continuous BRT or LRT service
over the approximately 60-mile SFV/SGV corridor. Operation of lines as long as
proposed will be challenging due to difficulty with schedule reliably and straining
operators and equipment. Based on the data provided for both BRT and LRT, a oneseat ride may not be accomplished. Adding BRT ramps to the SR-134 may not be
feasible or could be costly. In addition, at Board direction, staff is initiating the North
Hollywood to Pasadena BRT Corridor Technical Study (currently under procurement),
which may identify solutions to the issues detailed above and potentially other
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alignments. Given the multi-billion dollar cost for implementing LRT service and the
projected ridership, a more robust service should be implemented in a stepwise manner
(with service levels growing with ridership). Once this service builds a larger ridership
base, logical next steps to enhanced BRT or LRT service will be easier to justify given
their costs.
NEXT STEPS
Staff will continue working with the City of Los Angeles regarding enhancements to the
MOL. In addition, staff will conduct the North Hollywood to Pasadena BRT Corridor
Technical Study as directed by the Board.
ATTACHMENTS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

July 2014 Board Motion
Metro Orange Line Improvements Case Study
San Fernando Valley/San Gabriel Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor Case
Study
Metro Orange Line Overview Map
San Fernando Valley/San Gabriel Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor
Overview Map

Prepared by: Matt Abbott, Transportation Planning Manager,(213)922-3071
Fanny Pan, Director,(213)922-3070
Jon Hillmer, Executive Director,(213)922-6972
Renee Berlin, Managing Executive Officer,(213)922-3035
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ATTACHMENT A

Motion by:

76

Councilmember Paul Krekorian, Mayor Eric Garcetti, Supervisor Michael
Antonovich, Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky, Director John Fasana and
Director Ara Najarian
San Fernando/San Gabriel Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor
July 16, 2014
The Orange Line Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) has been a tremendous success, with
ridership approaching 30,000 a day- far reaching original projections. With its
popularity and based on its current capacity, it is time to look at how we can enhance
service, performance and ridership. Some options include signal prioritization,
enhanced grade separations, as well as conversion to rail.
While the Orange Line serves an important role in connecting riders across the Valley to
transit, there is a need to look at the possibility of expanding and connecting our
network to Burbank, Glendale, Eagle Rock and Pasadena in order to have a continuous
link between the San Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys. Additionally, with recent
completion of the Regional lntermodal Transit Center (RJTC) and enhanced Metrolink
service to Bob Hope Airport, one of the most critical remaining missing links of the
current system is a more direct connection between North Hollywood Station and the
Bob Hope Airport.
Such a line could not only meet the substantial transit needs of that corridor, but could
also service the Bob Hope Airport and create a vital train-to-plane link that would be
transformational for the entire region.
In advance of a potential ballot measure and the passage of AB 577 (Nazarian) into law
which aHows for the construction of Light Rail in the Southeast San Fernando Valley
I THEREFORE MOVE that the Board instruct the CEO to report back to the Board at
the next board meeting with recommendations for:

A To develop and fund a feasibility study- including construction and engineering
concepts, ridership and environmental estimates- to examine options for
enhancing service and ridership on the Orange Line to decrease travel time and
reduce traffic interruption, including :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BRT upgrades assessment- in addition more articulated buses
BRT to low/high floor Light Rail Vehicle (LRT) Conversion Assessment
Signal prioritization for the current BRT;
Grade separations and options
Cost-Effectiveness of Improvements

6. Potential Implementation Strategies which include adding this corridor into
the strategic portion of MTA's Long Range Transit Plan (LRTP)

B. To develop and fund a feasibility study - including construction and engineering
concepts, ridership and environmental estimates- of a San Fernando/San Gabriel
Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor which would examine:
1. Connecting the Gold Line Foothill Extension with planned service to the San
Bernardino County Line to the RITC at the Bob Hope Airport, to the
Red/Orange Line in North Hollywood and on through to the Orange Line
ending in Warner Center in one rail transit line.
2. Connecting North Hollywood Station and Bob Hope Airport, including rail and
bus options that could include the extension of the Orange Line and/or the
Red Line to the Bob Hope Airport.
3. Build on existing MTA staff and others feasibility studies and take next steps
toward implementing a BRT through this corridor
4. Cost-Effectiveness of Improvements
5. Potential Implementation Strategies which include adding this corridor into
the strategic portion of MTA's Long Range Transit Plan (LRTP)
I FURTHER MOVE that the Board direct the CEO to work with the San Fernando Valley
Council of Governments (SFVCOG), the San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments
(SGVCOG) and affected jurisdictions including the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport
Authority, City of Los Angeles, City of Glendale, City of Burbank, and City of Pasadena
to achieve these goals.
I FURTHER MOVE that the Board direct the CEO to identify possible funding for all
these aforementioned studies.
###
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EXECUTIVE SUM MARY

30,000 passengers daily over the past year. The
three busiest stations are currently North
Hollywood, Van Nuys, and Reseda, with
approximately 7,600, 3,600, and 2,400 hoardings
per day, respectively.

This document is a case study of potential
improvements to the Metro Orange Line. Two
alternatives have been identified: improvements to the
existing Orange Line bus service and conversion of
the Orange Line to rail service.

0.1

•

The Metro Orange Line totals nearly 18 miles in
length from North Hollywood to Chatsworth, with 18
stops. The alignment is an exclusive bus-only
roadway that crosses a number of streets at-grade at
signalized intersections . Overall, there are a total of 43
street crossings, and as much as two minutes of wait
time per grade crossing can be added to the travel
time.
Key current characteristics along the corridor include
the following:
• Demographics -The residential population within
this half-mile is larger than the number of jobs
within this same area. Both population and
employment are expected to see growth, about 6%
and 5%, respectively, between 2014 and 2024.
Land Use- The land uses within a half-mile
radius of the Metro Orange Line are mostly
residential. Commercial and industrial uses also
make up a large portion ofthe area around
Warner Center and Chatsworth, respectively.

•

Headways- The Metro Orange Line provides aliday, frequent service seven days per week, with
peak head ways of four minutes, midday headways
of eight minutes, and evening headways of 15-20
minutes between North Hollywood and Warner
Center.

•

Travel Times- Average travel times in 2014 by

time of day between North Hollywood and
Chatsworth are shown below.

AM Peak

19.3

19.7

56.9

55 .7

Mid-Day

.5

19.0

59.4

57.8

PM Peak

18.9

19.5

58.1

56.3

20.7

20.3

Late
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Capacity - Each Metro Orange Line bus can

accommodate 57 seated riders and another 25-30
standing passengers. Peak period capacity is
about 1,200-1,300 riders per hour per direction
along the main trunk between North Hollywood
and Warner Center. Peak loads occur along the
eastern portion of the line between North
Hollywood and Van Nuys.

Existing Conditions

•

Ridership - Ridership for the line has approached
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Summary of Current Issues in Corridor

0.2

•

The many at-grade crossings in the corridor limit
speeds and present safety concerns.

•

The area around the Metro Orange Line is
projected to grow over the next 10 years, leading to
a projected increase in demand.

•

Large sections of the Metro Orange Line run
adjacent to residential neighborhoods which may
be affected by improvements.

•

The Metro Orange Line is nearing capacity in the
eastern section of the line during peak hours.

•

The current four minute headways in the peak
hours are nearing the limit of what the current
signal priority system at crossings can handle
without impacts to cross traffic.

•

separations would allow Metro Orange Line buses
to operate over or under the cross-streets without
having to stop for signals, and greatly improve
travel times through these key intersections. For
estimating purposes, it is assumed that eight
grade separations will be added at the busiest
crossings at a cost of $20 to $40million each, for a
total of up to $160 to $320 million.
•

0.2.2

Proposed Alternatives
Two alternatives for improvements to the Metro
Orange Line are discussed in this section: Improved
BRT Service and Conversion to Rail.

0.2.1

Alternative 1 -Improve Existing Service
• At-Grade Crossing Improvements- At-grade

crossings improvements include increasing
crossing speeds above 10 mph at selected
locations, retiming signals to accommodate peak
hour headways and to reflect various
loading/unloading times, and equipping buses
with real-time onboard signal information.

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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Grade Separations at Key Crossings- Grade

Higher Bus Capacity /Improved Vehicles -There
are several vehicle options to increase capacity and
provide better service on the Metro Orarige Line,
including platooning; adding buses during the
peak period and busiest section of the Line; using
larger buses, which would likely be hi-articulated;
and using electric trolleybuses .

Alternative 2- Convert Metro Orange Line to Rail

For analysis purposes, it is assumed that only the
dedicated busway segment from North Hollywood to
Chatsworth would be converted to rail. A shuttle bus
would serve the Warner Center area and connect to
the rail line at the Canoga Station.
•

Elements of Existing Orange Line to be Preserved-

All current bridges for the Metro Orange Line
have been designed to carry rail vehicles, and the
new track structure can be built directly on top of
the existing bridge surface. The existing pavement
and drainage system will likely be reusable to
provide a foundation for the rails. Additionally,
station parking, corridor landscaping, soundwalls,
and bicycle paths can all remain after conversion.
FERNANDO VALLEY
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New Construction J Elements- New rails, ties and
ballast will be needed. New, longer station
platforms will need to be installed to
accommodate rail vehicles, and would potentially
require property acquisitions. The existing atgrade crossings would need to be improved, with
the replacement of the existing traffic signals with
crossing gates, flashing lights, and other systems,
and some crossings may require grade
separations. New systems needed include a train
control system and overhead power system, with
traction power substations every mile or so along
the line. Approximately 60 new railcars would
need to be procured. Finally, a new maintenance
facility will be required to service and store the
railcars .

Two strategies are examined to lessen impacts during
construction- replacement on-street bus service and
phasing.
•
Replacement On-Street Bus Service - During
construction, a replacement on-street bus service
could run on roadways adjacent to the line,
providing similar coverage. However, the
replacement service would take approximately 95
minutes to cover the route from North Hollywood
to Chatsworth instead of the current 55-60
minutes on the busway.
•

period of time. Another options is to have detours
around the highest-intensity portions of the
construction (such as grade separations and
stations) for longer periods of time, but to keep
the core busway open as long as possible until the
tracks have to be installed. However, phasing
would increase the complexity of the construction
work, leading to additional costs and a longer
overall schedule.
While replacement on-street bus service and phasing
would potentially lessen construction impacts, there
would still likely be major challenges during
construction. An environmental impact
reportfstatement would likely be needed for a
conversion to rail, and impacts to be studied include
roadway, bikeway, transit, noisefvibrationfair quality,
and right-of-way. It is likely that construction of a rail
conversion would take from 24 to 36 months to
complete, once environmental clearance is secured
and right of way acquired.

0.3

Phasing -Construction could start at the western
end of the line and then proceed east so that the
busiest segment ofthe busway (Van Nuys to
North Hollywood) is closed down for the shortest
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Capital and Operating Costs
Capital Costs

Alternative 1 has a total rough order-of-magnitude
cost ofbetween $210 and $350 million (2015 $),
which is mainly focused on grade separations and
new buses. Alternative 2 has a total rough order-ofmagnitude cost ofbetween $1.2 and $1.7 billion (2015
$),with much of that used for building the new
tracks, stations, and systems and the remainder
focused on building a maintenance facility and
procuring the rail vehicles. The alignment and station
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costs are approximately 25% lower than a new line
given the ability to reuse elements of the existing
busway. Right-of-way and financing costs are not
included in this estimate due to the very early stage of
development, and could add substantially more to the
cost.

allowed or in use in California) or more buses
(reducing headways to two minutes in the peak
period). Larger capacity increases are possible for rail
vehicles, with the ability to carry up to 7,500
passengers per hour with three-car trains and four
minute headways.

Operations and Maintenance Costs

Ridership

O&M costs for Alternative 1 are projected to be
between $23 to $28 million, which is in the same
range as the existing Metro Orange Line O&M cost.
Alternative 2 is projected to have O&M costs of $49 to
$73 million.

Future ridership volumes were not directly projected
as part of this case study. However, recent experience
with bus speed improvements in New York City (the
Select Bus Service Program) has shown that ridership
increases approximately 5% for each 10% increase in
bus speed on improved lines. Given current Metro
Orange Line ridership of approximately 30,000 riders
per day and 20% to 30% speed increases, ridership
could increase by 10% to 15%.

Effectiveness of Alternatives
Travel Time Improvements

The Metro Orange Line currently averages a running
time ofbetween 56 and 59 minutes between North
Hollywood and Chatsworth throughout most of the
day. This translates to an average speed of
approximately 18 to 20 mph. Alternative 1 is
projected to save 10-12 minutes in runtime between
North Hollywood and Chatsworth (an approximate
20% improvement over existing travel times).
Alternative 2 is projected to save approximately 15
minutes in runtime (an approximate 25%
improvement over existing travel times).

0.5

Key Findings
•

nearing the capacity of the line in certain
segments and for short periods of time, and
further growth is projected in the corridor over the
next ten years and beyond. Additional capacity is
needed on the eastern portion of the line during
the morning and evening peak hours in the near
term, or crowding may soon reach an
unacceptable level as defined by Metro's Transit
Service Policy.

Capacity Increase

Alternative 1 can achieve a 50%-100% increase in peak
hour capacity by running longer buses (80 foot length
instead of 60 foot length, which are not currently
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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Robust Travel Market Requires Additional Capacity
in Near-Term -Passenger volumes are already

•

At-Grade Crossings are Speed and Capacity
Limiters- The many signalized at-grade crossings
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along the Metro Orange Line are the biggest
barrier to faster travel times, as buses are often
forced to wait at red lights. Some options are
currently being investigated, and can provide up
eight minutes travel time savings between North
Hollywood and Chatsworth. Grade separations
are higher-cost options that can provide even
greater travel time improvements in the longerterm, but may require environmental clearance,
right of way acquisition, and relocation of some
stations. Better grade separation will also be
needed to accommodate additional capacity on the
Metro Orange Line, as adding more buses will
eventually have an unacceptable impact on crosstraffic at crossings.
•

Conversion to Rail is an Effective but Expensive
Long-Term Option- Converting the Metro Orange

Line to rail can provide two to six times more
capacity than the existing buses, but comes with a
rough price tag of over a billion of dollars and
requires a long and disruptive construction
process, as well as environmental clearance.
There may not be the ridership in the near term to
support such a high-cost, high-capacity option
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potential improvements to the Metro Orange Line.
Two alternatives have been identified: improvements
to the existing Orange Line service and conversion of
the Orange Line to rail service. The effects of these
improvements are discussed in more detail in this
report.

INTRODUCTION
The Metro Orange Line Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line
has played an important role in the San Fernando
Valley transportation system since it opened in 2005.
As it has grown in popularity to nearly 30,000
hoardings daily, Metro has incrementally improved
the Metro Orange Line service to keep pace with
ridership growth. Metro, in cooperation with the City
of Los Angeles, is now looking further into the future
to define the next steps in the improvement of the
Metro Orange Line.

Section 2.0 describes the existing conditions along the
Metro Orange Line, while Section 3.0 describes the
two alternatives in detail. Section 4.0 describes the
rough order of magnitude capital and operating costs
for existing service and both alternatives and Section
5.0 describes the high level effectiveness of each
alternative compared to existing conditions. Section
6.0 then summarizes the key findings of this case
study, including some benefits, impacts, and
constraints.

A report given to the Metro Board Planning and
Programming and Finance, Budget and Audit
Committees on September 17, 2014 described nearterm improvements currently being examined for the
Metro Orange Line. This document is a case study of
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1

Alignment and Stations
1be Metro Orange Line opened in 2005 from North
Hollywood to Warner Center along the former
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way, followed by an
extension to Chatsworth in 2012 (see Figure 2-1). 1be
Metro Orange Line totals nearly 18 miles in length
from North Hollywood to Chatsworth. 1be line
diverges in Canoga Park near the intersection of
Canoga Avenue and Victory Boulevard, with the
dedicated busway continuing north to Chatsworth and
the line to Warner Center running on the street in
mixed-flow traffic. Vehicles used by the Metro Orange
Line are high capacity 60 foot articulated buses, and
utilize the Division 8 maintenance and storage facility.
1bere are 18 stops along the route, also depicted in
Figure 2-1 and Table 2-1, with separate platforms at
the Canoga Station for buses heading to Chatsworth
and buses heading to Warner Center. New stations
have been discussed at several locations, including at
Coldwater Canyon Boulevard, White Oak Avenue,
Parthenia Street, and ValeriofOxnard in Warner
Center. Any new stations would need to obtain
environmental clearance and funding to be
implemented.

during peak hours only). Metro Orange Line
operations are discussed further in Section 2.5.
Table 2-1. Metro Orange Line Stations (from Southeast to
Northwest)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

North Hollywood
Laurel Canyon
Valley College
Woodman
Van Nuys
Sepulveda
Woodley
Balboa
Reseda
Tampa
Pierce College
DeSoto

1bree operating movements are used along the Metro
Orange Line: North Hollywood tojfrom Warner
Center, North Hollywood tojfrom Chatsworth, and
Warner Center tojfrom Chatsworth (which operates
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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• Canoga (two platforms)
• Warner Center (lines

•
•

•
•

alternately
terminate/originate at
this station)
Sherman Way
Roscoe
Nordhoff
Chatsworth (lines
alternately
terminateforiginate at
this station)

1be North Hollywood Station provides a connection
with the Metro Red Line to Hollywood and downtown
Los Angeles. A new pedestrian tunnel under
Lankershim Boulevard between the Metro Orange
Line station and the Metro Red Line Station is
currently under construction, and will enhance the
connection between these two lines when opened.
1be Chatsworth Station provides a connection with
the Metrolink Ventura County Line and Amtrak
Pacific Surfliner. Connections are provided to Metro
Rapid service at the Van Nuys, Sepulveda, Reseda, and
Warner Center Stations.
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Figure 2-1. Metro Orange Line Overview
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The East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor is a
planned high-quality bus or rail line along Van Nuys
Boulevard and San Fernando Road between the Metro
Orange Line and the SylmarfSan Fernando Metrolink
Station that will connect to the Metro Orange Line at
the Van Nuys Station. It is currently undergoing
environmental review, and any improvements along
the Metro Orange Line should be closely coordinated
with this project to ensure compatibility between the
two lines.

2.2

Grade Crossings
The Metro Orange Line alignment is an exclusive busonly roadway that prohibits use by private autos. It
crosses a number of streets at-grade at signalized
intersections. Metro Orange Line street grade
crossings are listed in Table 2-2 and shown in Figure
2-2, with daily traffic volumes on cross streets also
shown in the figure. There are also five pedestrian
crossings that are highlighted in the table. Overall,
there are 38 street crossings and 5 pedestrian grade
crossings for a total of 4 3 crossings of the alignment.
Because of the need to stop for cross traffic, at-grade
crossings impact system travel time. As much as two
minutes per grade crossing can be added to the travel
time, depending at what point the bus reaches the
signalized intersection and the signal's timing or
priority system. Improvements that might be made to
grade crossings with particularly high volumes of
cross traffic (as seen in Figure 2-2) are discussed
further in Section 3.0.

Table 2-2. Metro Orange line At-Grade Crossings (from Southeast
to Northwest)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tujunga Avenue
Colfax Avenue
Agnes Ave (Ped Xing)
Laurel Canyon Boulevard
Corteen Place
Whitsett Avenue
Bellaire Avenue
Goodland Ave (Ped Xing)
Coldwater Canyon Avenue
Chandler Boulevard
Ethel Avenue
Fulton Avenue f Burbank
Boulevard
Oxnard Street
Woodman Avenue
Hazeltine Avenue
Tyrone Avenue
Van Nuys Boulevard
Vesper Avenue
Kester Avenue
Sepulveda Boulevard
Densmore Avenue (Ped
Xing)
Woodley Avenue

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Hayvenhurst Ave (Ped
Xing)
Balboa Boulevard
White Oak Avenue
Zelzah Ave (Ped Xing)
Lindley Avenue
Reseda Boulevard
Wilbur Avenue
Tampa Avenue
Corbin Avenue
Victory Boulevard
Winnetka Avenue
Mason Avenue
De Soto Avenue
Vanowen Street
Sherman Way
Valerio Street
Saticoy Street
Roscoe Boulevard
Parthenia Street
Nordhoff Street
Prairie Avenue
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Figure 2-2. Metro Orange Line- Existing At-Grade Street Crossings
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2.3

Corridor Demographics

2.3.1

Population and Employment

2.3.2

Land Use

As shown in Table 2-4 and Figure 2-3, the land uses
within a half-mile radius of the Metro Orange Line are
mostly residential. Commercial and industrial uses
also make up a large portion of the area around
Warner Center and Chatsworth, respectively. While
open space is almost 10% of parcels within one half
mile of the Metro Orange Line, the Sepulveda Dam
Recreation Area composes a large portion of the land
adjacent to the Metro Orange Line through the Lake
Balboa community. There are also two colleges
adjacent to Metro Orange Line Stops (Valley College
and Pierce College).

Table 2-3 breaks down the current (2014) and
projected (2024) population and employment, as well
as percent change, within a half-mile of the Metro
Orange Line alignment. The residential population
within this half-mile is larger than the number of jobs
within this same area. Both population and
employment are expected to see growth between 2014
and 2024.
Table 2-3. Population and Employment within Yz Mile of Metro
Orange Line Alignment

Projected (2024)
Percent

r1.~-~~

195,752

110,388

+5.9%

+4.4%

Table 2-4. Land Use within Yz Mile of Metro Orange Line

Source: STY, 2015; Metro 2014 Short Range Transportation

Industrial

8.7%

Medium/High Density Residential

8.3%

Public Institutions

6.1%

Transportation/Utilities

5.7%

Other

7.0%

Source: STY, 2015 ; Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG),
2008
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Figure 2-3. Land Uses within ~ Mile of Metro Orange Line
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Adjacent Land Use

While land uses within a half mile of the Metro
Orange Line give an idea of potential ridership
destinations, land uses directly adjacent to the
alignment are also important since they define the
properties most directly affected by construction and
operation. The land uses directly adjacent to the
Metro Orange Line are somewhat different than the
total overall land use within the half-mile radius.
Much of the land directly adjacent to the Metro
Orange Line is roadways, which are denoted in Figure
2-4 by a gray line running through the center of the
highlighted area (adjacent to the Metro Orange Line) .
The nearest non-road land use is also noted in these
cases, with the percentage total linear feet ofland uses
adjacent to the Metro Orange Line broken down in
Table 2-5.
Roadways buffer the majority ofland adjacent to the
Metro Orange Line. Residences, even those buffered
by a roadway, make up a much smaller proportion of
the directly adjacent land use than they do compared
to those within a half-mile radius. There are many
industrial and commercial land uses abutting the
Metro Orange Line through Canoga Park, Chatsworth,
Lake Balboa, and Van Nuys, with residential land uses
abutting the corridor through much of Valley Village
and Reseda.

Table 2-5. Land Uses Directly Adjacent to the Metro Orange Line

Low Density Residential

15.8%

Commercial

12.3%

Industrial

8.2%

Other

6.2%

Medium

4.6%
4.0%
3.4%

Open Space

1.4%

Low Density Residential

10.9%

Commercial

10.5%

Industrial

9.0%
4.3%

Transportation/Utilities

2.6%

Public Institutions

2.5%

Medium/High Density Residential

1.4%

Other

3.0%

Source: STV, 2015; SCAG 2008
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Figure 2-4. Land Use Directly Adjacent to the Metro Orange Line
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2.4

Ridership and Capacity

2.4.1

Ridership

The Metro Orange Line is currently the busiest bus
route in the San Fernando Valley, and one of the
busiest in the Metro system. Ridership for the line
has approached 30,000 passengers daily over the past
year (with some monthly variation due to school
sessions, holidays, etc). The three busiest stations are
currently North Hollywood, Van Nuys, and Reseda,
with approximately 7,600, 3,600, and 2,400 hoardings
per day, respectively.

In the eastern section of the route, hourly load factors
approach 1.0, which translate to volumes of
approximately 900 passengers per hour.
Table 2-6. Peak Hourly Load Factors- Metro Orange Line Stations

0.89
1.04
1.03

2.4.2

Capacity

0.90

Each Metro Orange Line bus can accommodate 57
seated riders and another 25-30 standing passengers.
At four minute headways in the peak period, this
translates to a capacity of approximately 1,200-1,300
riders per hour per direction along the main trunk of
the Metro Orange Line between North Hollywood and
Warner Center.
Metro's 2012 Transit Service Policy directs that BRT
lines should have a load factor (passenger load f
seated capacity) ofless than 1.3 at all times of the day
(Note: The Transit Service Policy is currently in the
process of being updated). This translates to
approximately 1,100 riders per hour per direction.
Table 2-6 and Figure 2-5 show the peak hourly load
factor for each station along the Metro Orange Line.

Woodley

0.79

Balboa

0.78

Reseda

0.69
0.59
0.57
0.44
0.38
0.27

Sherman Way

0.53

Roscoe

0.42

Nordhoff

0.26

Chatsworth

0.17

Note: Metro's 2012 Transit Service Policy sets a standard of 1.3 being the
maximum acceptable load factor for BRT lines
Source: STY, Metro, 2015
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Figure 2-5. Peak Hourly Load Factors - Metro Orange Line Stations
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While there are peak load factors over one for several
stations along the Metro Orange Line, it is important
to note that these heavy passenger loads are only for
short periods of the day. The load factor throughout
the day for the Woodman Station (where the buses are
currently the most crowded on the line) is shown in
Figure 2-6.
As shown in the figure, the highest peak loads only
occur for several hours in the morning, with Metro
Orange Line buses having seats available for all
passengers most of the rest of the day. It should be
noted that the load factors shown are for the average
over an hour, but that there is significant variation in
loads throughout that hour. A key issue that can lead
to uneven loads is the many schools along the Metro
Orange Line route. Buses typically have very high
peak loads when students are going to or leaving class
at the Pierce College, Valley College, Reseda (Cal State
University Northridge), and Balboa (Birmingham
High School) Stations.
Another key issue that can lead to uneven loads is
transfers from the Metro Red Line to Metro Orange
Line at North Hollywood. Metro Red Line trains run
at ten minute headways in the peak hour and Metro
Orange Line buses run at four minute headways in
the peak hour. This means that Metro Orange Line
buses that leave North Hollywood immediately after
Metro Red Line trains arrive typically have very high
loads, while the next two buses which leave four and
eight minutes later have smaller loads without Metro
Red Line transferees riding.

Figure 2-7 shows a sample of all bus loads in one day
at the Woodman Station instead of average hourly
loads to give an idea of how loads can vary by trip.
This shows that while Metro's current goal of average
peak loads of 130% of the seated capacity during
selected time periods is currently being met,
individual Metro Orange Line bus trips may
experience passenger overloads during smaller
periods of each hour.

2.5

Operating Characteristics

2.5.1

Operating Pattern

As previously stated, there are currently three termini
for the Metro Orange Line: North Hollywood, Warner
Center, and Chatsworth. All buses currently have an
eastern terminus at North Hollywood. Westbound
buses typically alternate between Warner Center and
Chatsworth as their destinations, with the exception of
late evenings when buses run from North Hollywood
to Warner Center to Chatsworth and back.

2.5.2

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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Service Hours

The Metro Orange Line operates seven days per week,
with the earliest buses departing Warner Center,
Chatsworth, and North Hollywood at 3:41AM, 3:53
AM, and 4:32 AM, respectively. With the exception of
later service on Friday and Saturday nights, the last
buses of the day depart from Chatsworth at 11:47 PM
and from North Hollywood at 12:59 AM .
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Figure 2-6. Hourly Load Factor Throughout Day at Woodman Station
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Figure 2-7. Sample Load Factor Variation at Woodman Station
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Table 2-8. Metro Orange Line Average Speed and Travel Time

Headways

The current scheduled headways for the Metro
Orange Line are shown in Table 2-7. It should be
noted that these headways are on the trunk section of
the Metro Orange Line between North Hollywood and
Warner Center. With half the buses typically
terminating at Warner Center, the section from
Warner Center to Chatsworth typically has headways
twice as long as listed below (eight minutes in the
peak instead of four minutes).

AM Peak

19.3

19.7

Mid-Day

18.5

19.0

15-20

I

55.7

PM Peak

18.9

19.5

I

58.1

I

56.3

20.7

20.3

I

53.0

I

54.1

Source: Metro, 2015

2.6

10-20

Source: STY, Metro, 2015

2.5.4

56.9

Late Night

Table 2-7. Metro Orange Line- Existing Headways (minutes)

Evening

I

Summary of Current Issues in Corridor
Major current issues for the Metro Orange Line
include the following:
•

The many at-grade crossings in the corridor limit
speeds and present safety concerns.

•

The area around the Metro Orange Line is
projected to grow over the next 10 years, leading to
a projected increase in demand.

•

Large sections of the Metro Orange Line run
adjacent to residential neighborhoods which may
be affected by improvements.

•

The Metro Orange Line is nearing capacity in the
eastern section of the line during peak hours.

•

The current four minute headways in the peak
hours are nearing the limit of what the current
signal priority system at crossings can handle
without impacts to cross traffic.

Travel Times

Travel times for the Metro Orange Line vary by several
minutes throughout the day, depending on the
amount of time spent waiting at traffic signals and
dwelling at stations to load and unload passengers.
Average travel times in 2014 by time of day between
North Hollywood and Chatsworth are shown in Table
2-8.

Potential improvements discussed in Section 3.0
should aim to address these major issues.
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
Two alternatives for improvements to the Metro
Orange Line are discussed in this chapter: Improved
BRT Service and Conversion to Rail.

3.1

At-Grade Crossing Improvements

Metro Orange Line buses are currently limited by
Metro Board policy to speeds of 10 mph through the
38 at-grade street crossings along the dedicated
busway between North Hollywood and Chatsworth
(which are discussed in Section 2.2. In addition,
buses often have to wait at these crossings for a green
signal, as the traffic signals along the Metro Orange
Line are timed to balance busway operations with
impacts to cross-traffic.
A number of improvements to operations at the atgrade crossings have been proposed to allow for
higher speeds and shorter travel times. These are
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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•

Increase Crossing Speed above 10 mph at selected
at-grade crossings. Metro Operations, Corporate
Safety and County Counsel are currently assessing
all street and pedestrian crossings to determine
the most appropriate maximum bus crossing
speeds for each intersection given existing
conditions and safety considerations. Several
street crossings have limited visibility of cross
traffic, due to line-of-sight barriers, and may not
be able to have their crossing speeds increased.

•

Retime signals at crossings to better accommodate
four minute headways during peak hours and
account for revised running speeds

•

Retime signals at crossings to better reflect
varying loadingjunloading times at nearby
stations (instead of a uniform station dwell time
for every station along the line)

•

Equip buses with real-time onboard signal
information to allow operators to change their
speed more gradually when approachin 'g signals
to ensure a smoother ride for the passenger

Alternative 1 -Improve Existing Service
As discussed in Section 2.0, there are a number of
aspects of the Metro Orange Line that could be
improved to provide for faster and more convenient
BRT service between North Hollywood, Warner
Center and Chatsworth. Many of these improvements
are already being considered for eventual
implementation at regular coordination meetings
between Metro and LADOT. These potential
improvements are discussed in the following sections.

3.1.1

detailed in a report given to the Metro Board Planning
and Programming and Finance, Budget and Audit
Committees on September 17, 2014, and are in
various stages of study and implementation:

Implementing all of the above improvements could
provide an overall travel time improvement of up to
eight minutes between North Hollywood and
Chatsworth. They will not significantly affect the
Metro Orange Line passenger capacity (unless
headways are also shortened).
FERNANDO VALLEY
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streets during construction, leading to longer travel
times where buses would have to mix with general
traffic. In addition, construction of grade separations
would likely require the temporary relocation of some
stations, and the temporary closure of the bicycle path
which runs along much of the Metro Orange Line
route.

Grade Separations at Key Crossings

Some of the longest delays in Metro Orange Line
operations occur where it crosses busy arterials. As
shown in Figure 2-2, there are ten crossings where the
cross-street carries over 15,000 vehicles per day in
each direction, and many more crossings in the
10,000-15,000 vehicle range. Grade separations at
these crossings would allow Metro Orange Line buses
to operate over or under the cross-streets without
having to stop for signals, and greatly improve travel
times through these key intersections. With the
potential for conversion to rail in the future, it is likely
that these grade separations will need to be designed
and constructed to support rail vehicle operation.
Thus, they may be a bit longer, wider and heavier than
bus-only structures, and may require right-of-way
acquisitions to build and operate. There may also be a
need to install stations on the grade separation
structures since some of the busiest stations along the
Metro Orange Line are at the busiest cross-streets,
which would add to the cost and complexity of the
construction and operation.

For estimating purposes, it is assumed that eight
grade separations will be added at the busiest
crossings on the line at a cost of $20M to $40M each
for a total of up to $160 million to $320 million.
These improvements will not significantly increase
capacity (unless headways are also shortened), but will
reduce travel times by approximately thirty seconds
per crossing (or four minutes overall).
3.1.3

Constructing these grade separations will be a
complex matter since operations must be maintained
on the Metro Orange Line during the construction
process. Additionally, they will require environmental
clearance. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, there are
adjacent streets for much of the Metro Orange Line
route that have high traffic volumes in the range of
50,000 to 60,000 vehicles per day. Metro Orange Line
buses would need to be temporarily detoured to these
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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Higher Bus Capacity /Improved Vehicles

Metro Orange Line vehicles are currently crowded
during peak periods of the day, especially the highestridership segment of the line between North
Hollywood and Reseda. Headways have already been
shortened to four minutes in the peak periods, and
any further reduction in headways will likely have
impacts on the flow of cross traffic. There are several
vehicle options investigated here to increase capacity
and provide better service on the Metro Orange Line:
•

Platooning- This option would run two buses

(one behind the other), effectively doubling
capacity, while still using the same operating
windows to get through grade crossings. Both
buses would essentially operate as one, arriving,
FERNANDO VALLEY
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dwelling, and departing from stations at the same
time. Its downside is that it would require two
drivers per platoon of buses, and the purchase of
additional buses. Additionally, the platoon can
only progress up to the speed of the slowest bus,
which could potentially slow down the average
speed of the line. For example if one bus (either
the leader or follower) must take additional time
to load or unload a wheelchair passenger or
bicycle, the companion bus must wait. Also if the
following bus is stopped by a traffic signal, the
lead bus must wait for the follower to catch up.
This option could require up to double the
number of buses currently running during peak
hours, if every bus is platooned for the entire
route.
•

Additional Buses in Peak Period 1 Section - Given
the operational issues with platooning, another
option would be to run more buses (that aren't
platooned) over a shorter section ofline and time
period. Given the current loading as shown in
Figure 2-5, a short line, supplemental service
between the North Hollywood and Reseda
Stations would provide additional capacity. This
would require additional buses (although not as
many as platooning), as well as physical
improvements west of the Reseda Station to allow
buses to turn around. It would also require
modifications to the timing of the current signal
system at grade crossings to better accommodate
these shorter headways. It is assumed that these
buses would run in the peak period only, and

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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provide combined two minute headways between
North Hollywood and Reseda.
•

Larger Buses -This option would replace the
current 60-foot articulated buses with highercapacity models. The most likely option would be
a hi-articulated vehicle, which would add one
additional module to the back of the bus and have
a total length of approximately 80 feet instead of
60 feet. These types ofbuses are used for BRT
lines in Europe and South America, but have not
yet been used in the United States. Buses over 60
feet in length are also not currently allowed to
operate in California due to state regulations.
They also have a premium price tag, with prices
up to $1.3 million per vehicle. These longer buses
would increase capacity by approximately SO%
compared to today's conditions (from 85
passengers per bus to up to 125). However, they
would require the purchase of a new vehicle fleet,
modifications at the Division 8 bus maintenance
facility, as well as modified State regulations. It is
also likely that these double-articulated buses
would be unable to operate with mixed traffic on
city streets, so they may only be able to run from
North Hollywood to Chatsworth (and not on the
on-street section in Warner Center).

•

Electric I Trolley Buses - A sub-alternative
between longer natural gas or electric (battery
storage buses) would be to equip the line with
electric trolleybuses that have a hi-articulation to
provide significant additional capacity. A new
maintenance or expanded maintenance facility
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would have to be provided to handle the
extraordinary length of the trolleybus. This may
offer an alternative between modifications and full
rail conversion. Metro will continue to evaluate
zero emission bus alternatives , such as electric
and battery power, as the technology improves
moving forward.

3.1.1

These bus capacity improvements will not provide
major travel time improvements, but will provide
capacity increases from 50% to 100% over existing
operations. For the purposes of cost estimating, it is
assumed that additional buses in the peak period are
the low range of the cost estimate, and 80-foot buses
are the high range.

3.1

The Metro Orange Line Busway was constructed to
allow for future conversion to rail service. Therefore,
several components of the Metro Orange Line can be
reused for a rail line, including the following:
•

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN

Bridges - All current bridges for the Metro Orange

Line have been designed to carry rail vehicles.
Therefore, the existing bridges at locations such as
the crossings of the Los Angeles River and
Pacoima Wash can be reused for rail service, with
the new track structure built directly on top of the
existing bridge surface.
•

SubgradefDrainage- While rails and ties will need
to be installed to allow for rail service, the existing
Metro Orange Line Busway pavement and
drainage system will likely be reusable to provide a
foundation for the rails to be laid. An example of
this is the current BRT to rail conversion
underway in Ottawa, Canada, where the busway
pavement and drainage systems have been
retained in a number oflocations, with the ballast,
ties, and rails then laid on top of the existing
busway. This will potentially lessen the amount of
new below-ground work needed to prepare the
Metro Orange Line for rail installation.

•

Station Parking- Park and Ride lots have already
been constructed at many existing Metro Orange
Line stations. These lots can continue to be used
after conversion to rail

Alternative 2- Convert Metro Orange Line
to Rail
The other option for improving the Metro Orange
Line corridor examined in this document is
converting it to rail service. The specifics of such a
proposal are examined further in this section. For
analysis purposes, it is assumed that only the
dedicated busway segment from North Hollywood to
Chatsworth would be converted to rail. A shuttle bus
would serve the Warner Center area and connect to
the rail line at the Canoga Station. A shorter
conversion to Warner Center only would be another
option, although it is not examined in-depth in this
report.

March 2015

Elements of Existing Orange Line to be Preserved
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Corridor Landscaping 1Soundwalls

I Bicycle Paths

-The Metro-owned right-of-way for the Metro
Orange Line contains a number of elements other
than the busway itsel£ They include landscaping,
soundwalls, and a bicycle path for much of its
length. These elements will remain after
conversion to rail.
3.1.2

New Construction f Elements

While much of the guideway and station areas could
be reused for rail service, there is also new
construction that would be needed as described below.
•

Track- New rails, ties and ballast will need to be

installed the length of the Metro Orange Line to
allow trains to operate. As noted in the previous
section, much of the existing paved busway and
drainage systems could likely be reused.
•

Station Platforms - New station platforms will

need to be installed at each Metro Orange Line
station to accommodate rail vehicles. These
platforms are needed to ensure level boarding per
federal regulations. The platforms would likely be
270 feet long per current Metro standards, while
the existing Metro Orange Line boarding areas are
150 feet in length- potentially requiring property
acquisitions to lengthen the platforms. Platform
heights will depend on the floor height of the
vehicle selected (described further under the
Vehicles bullet). Fare gates would likely also be
installed at the station platforms if the line is
converted to rail. Fare gate installation for the
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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existing Metro Orange Line BRT service (which
may be relevant for the installation of gates for rail
service) is discussed in a report to the Metro
System Safety, Security and Operations
Committee in February 2015.
•

Grade Crossing Improvements 1Grade
Separations- The existing at-grade crossings for

the Metro Orange Line would need to be
improved to accommodate trains. It is expected
that trains would run in the corridor with full
preemption of cross-traffic (similar to the existing
Metro Blue and Gold Lines when they are running
on an exclusive right-of-way), requiring the
replacement of the existing traffic signals with
crossing gates, flashing lights, bells, and other
systems. For higher-traffic crossings, grade
separations may be needed per the application of
Metro's Grade Crossing Safety Policy. It is likely
that these grade separations would be needed at
the major cross streets as discussed for an
improved BRT service in the previous section. It
should also be noted that some of the busiest
stations on the Metro Orange Line are near the
busiest intersections (Example: Van Nuys
Boulevard is one of the cross streets with the
highest traffic volumes and the location of one of
the stations with the largest number of
hoardings). This will likely necessitate aerial
station platforms be built on many of these grade
separations, thereby increasing their cost and
complexity.
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Systems - New systems will need to be installed to
accommodate rail service. These include a train
control system and an overhead power system
with traction power substations every mile or so
along the line. The existing Metro Orange Line
communications network provides support for
public address, passenger information signage,
closed circuit television monitors, emergency
communications, phone and fare collection. This
network will need to be enhanced to provide the
support for the train control and overhead power
systems

area near the rail line. Large parcels already
owned by Metro are preferred (such as the Marilla
lot in Chatsworth), and there may also be an
ability to share a facility with any proposed
adjacent rail lines (such as a proposed yard in the
Van NuysfOxnard area if rail is selected as the
locally preferred alternative for the East San
Fernando Valley Transit Corridor study).
3.1.3

Vehicles- New rail vehicles will need to be

procured to run on the converted Metro Orange
Line. It is expected that these vehicles will either
be high-floor light rail vehicles such as those that
currently run on the Metro Blue, Green, Gold and
Expo Lines, or a low-floor tram-type vehicle that is
being investigated for the East San Fernando
Valley Transit Corridor project along Van Nuys
Boulevard. Given typical speeds (25 mph),
headways (6 minutes), vehicle consists (three cars
per train), and spare ratios (20%) for Metro light
rail lines, approximately 60 railcars would need to
be purchased for the line. Metro does not
currently operate low-floor rail vehicles, which
would have different operating characteristics
than its current light rail vehicle fleet.
•

Maintenance Facility- A new maintenance facility
will be required to service and store the rail
vehicles described above. Such a facility is usually
15 to 25 acres in size, and located in an industrial

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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Construction Process

One critical element of converting the Metro Orange
Line to a rail line is constructing the improvements
needed, while still moving existing passengers to their
destinations. Two strategies are examined to
minimize impacts during construction - replacement
on-street bus service and phasing.
•

Replacement On-Street Bus Service - The existing
Metro Orange Line busway would need to be
closed before construction begins on a potential
rail conversion. Between the closure of the
busway and the commencement of rail service, a
replacement on-street bus service would be the
likeliest solution to move passengers between
North Hollywood, Warner Center and
Chatsworth. As described in Section 2.3.3, there
are roadways adjacent to the Metro Orange Line
busway for nearly its entire length. Buses could
use these adjacent roadways instead of the Metro
Orange Line during the construction period, with
stops near the existing Metro Orange Line
stations. However, many of these streets are
operating at, near, or over capa"city. Replacement
FERNANDO VALLEY
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on-street service would be slower than the existing
Metro Orange Line and have more effect on auto
traffic since it will be running on the street,
especially when running on busy arterials such as
Sepulveda Boulevard, Victory Boulevard and
Canoga Avenue. Additionally, it would require
longer dwell times at stations, as fareboxes would
need to be added to the buses and all passengers
would need to load through the front door. These
traffic and stop delays would mean that the
replacement service would take approximately 95
minutes to cover the route from North Hollywood
to Chatsworth instead of the current 55-60
minutes on the busway. However, it would
provide coverage along a similar route to the
existing route and ensure that current riders have
an option during the construction period. Express
buses that skip stops in the middle of the
alignment to serve the western San Fernando
Valley could also be used to try to minimize the
increase in travel time. Figure 3-1 shows a
potential route for the replacement on-street bus
service.
•

Phasing- Another option to minimize
construction impacts is to phase construction so
that only part of the bus way is closed at a time.
One way this could be accomplished is to start
construction at the western end of the line (which
has lower ridership currently), and to then
proceed east so that the busiest segment of the
busway (Van Nuys to North Hollywood) is closed
down for the shortest period of time. Another way
this could be accomplished is to have detours
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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around the highest-intensity portions of the
construction (such as grade separations and
stations) for longer periods of time, but to keep
the core busway open as long as possible until the
tracks have to be installed. While phasing would
lessen the amount of time portions of the Metro
Orange Line would be shut down during
construction, this would also increase the
complexity of the construction work, leading to
additional costs and a longer overall schedule.
Even with rail construction completed in phases, the
Metro Orange Line would be closed for several years,
and the replacement bus service on local streets would
be very different from the existing Metro Orange Line
service. While replacement on-street bus service and
phasing would potentially lessen construction
impacts, there would still likely be major challenges
during construction. An environmental impact
reportjstatement would likely be needed for a
conversion to rail, and would provide more depth on
the scope of impacts from construction and operation
of a converted Metro Orange Line, including:
•

Roadway Impacts- Closures of cross streets to
install tracks and crossing gates or grade
separations, plus extra traffic from detoured
replacement on-street buses and construction
vehicles on roadways

•

Bikeway Impacts- The adjacent Metro Orange

Line busway would need to be closed during
much of the construction schedule, estimated to
be two to three years
FERNANDO VALLEY
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Transit Impacts- Slower bus speeds for Metro

Orange Line passengers on the replacement onstreet bus service and for other bus routes in areas
affected by traffic
•

NoisefVibrationfAir Quality Impacts-

Construction process could affect surrounding
neighborhoods with noise, dust, etc. Of most
concern is the requirement for crossing gate
alarms, horns, and other noise issues that would
be examined to determine if they will disturb
residential communities along the corridor during
operation.
•

Right-of-Way Impacts- Additional right-of-way
may be needed for the maintenance facility as well
as traction power substations, stations, grade
separations, and other major project elements.

Given the issues discussed in this section and in the
previous sections and comparable Metro construction
projects, it is likely that construction of a rail
conversion would take from 24 to 36 months to
complete, once environmental clearance is secured
and right of way acquisition completed.

SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
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Figure 3-1. Metro Orange Line Rail Conversion- Potential Construction Replacement On-Street Bus Service
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CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS

Table 4-1. Rough Order-of-Magnitude Capital Cost EstimateAlternative 1 -Improved BRT

The potential improvements discussed in Section 3.0
have both construction and operations costs which
should be considered when weighing the costs and
benefits of the options. They are discussed further in
this section.

4.1

Capital Costs
Capital costs for the design and construction of
improvements to the Metro Orange Line are shown in
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 for Alternatives 1 and 2,
respectively. These costs are presented in 2015
dollars.

$1.0M

8

$190M

$290M

24-46

$19M

$SSM

$210M

$350M

Table 4-2. Rough Order-of-Magnitude Capital Cost EstimateAlternative 2 -Conversion to Rail

17.7 mi

$820M

$1,000M

1

$170M

$220M

60

$240M

$360M

$1,200M

$1,700M

Source: STV, Metro, 2015
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$0.3M

Source: STV, Metro, 2015

Alternative 1 has a total rough order-of-magnitude
cost ofbetween $210 and $350 million (2015 $) ,
which is mainly focused on grade separations and
new buses.
Alternative 2 has a total rough order-of-magnitude
cost ofbetween $1.2 and $1.7 billion (2015 $),with
much of that used for building the new tracks,
stations, and systems and the remainder focused on
building a maintenance facility and procuring the rail
vehicles. The alignment and station costs are
approximately 25% lower than a new line given the
ability to reuse elements of the existing busway as
described in Section 3.1.1. Right-of-way and financing
costs are not included in this estimate due to the very
early stage of development, and could add
substantially more to the cost.

30
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Operations and Maintenance Costs

Table 4-3. Annual Operation & Maintenance Cost Estimates

Annual rough order-of-magnitude operations and
maintenance (O&M) costs for the existing Metro
Orange Line and Alternatives 1 and 2 are shown in
Table 4-3. These costs are in 2015 dollars, and are
based on current Metro Orange Line O&M cost
parameters.
As shown in the table, O&M costs for improved bus
service under Alternative 1 will be in the same range
as the existing Metro Orange Line O&M cost, since
there will be more or longer buses running but
shorter travel times due to the crossing
improvements. O&M costs could be lower for
improved BRT service under Alternative 1 iftravel
times are lessened but headways kept constant, since
approximately 20% fewer buses would be needed for
that operation. However, platooning would increase
the number of vehicles and drivers needed, setting the
high end of the estimate. Rail service under
Alternative 2 will cost more to operate and maintain
due to higher O&M costs overall for rail versus bus.

Conversion to Rail
Source: STV, Metro, 2015
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EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVES

Table 5-1. Potential Travel Time Improvements

Each alternative is projected to lead to an important
improvement in the performance of the Metro Orange
Line, with the most important improvements focused
on improved travel times and increased capacity.

5.1

Travel Time Improvements
The Metro Orange Line currently averages a running
time ofbetween 56 and 59 minutes between North
Hollywood and Chatsworth throughout most of the
day. This translates to an average speed of
approximately 18 to 20 mph. Potential travel time
improvements for Alternatives 1 and 2 are shown in
Table 5-1 .

Alternative 2 Conversion to
Rail

I

41-44

24-26

15

Source: STV, Metro, 2015

As shown in the table, Alternative 1 is projected to
save 10-12 minutes in runtime between North
Hollywood and Chatsworth (an approximate 20%
improvement over existing travel times). Alternative 2
is projected to save approximately 15 minutes in
runtime (an approximate 25% increase over existing
travel times) .
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Capacity Increase

5.3

Future ridership volumes were not directly projected
as part of this case study due to time and budget
constraints. However, recent experience with bus
speed improvements in New York City (the Select Bus
Service Program) has shown that ridership increases
approximately 5% for each 10% increase in bus speed
on improved lines. Given current Metro Orange Line
ridership of approximately 30,000 riders per day, the
20% to 30% speed increases discussed in Section 5.1
could increase ridership by 10% to 15% (3,000 to
4,500 riders per day).

The other main enhancement to Metro Orange Line
service is additional capacity- an important
consideration given that current buses are nearing
capacity for short periods on the eastern portion of the
line.
Table 5-2 shows the potential capacity improvements
for the two alternatives. Alternative 1 can achieve a
50%-100% increase in capacity by running longer
buses (80 foot length instead of 60 foot length, which
are not currently allowed or in use in California} or
more buses (platooning two 60 foot buses together}.
Larger capacity increases are possible for rail vehicles,
with the ability to carry up to 7,500 passengers per
hour with three-car trains and four minute headways.

Ridership

5.4

Summary
Cost and effectiveness of the alternatives analyzed are
presented below in Table 5-3.

Table S-2- Potential Capacity Improvements
Table S-3. Summary of Metro Orange Line Improvement Costs and
Effects
1,300

Alternative 2 Conversion to Rail

1,900-2,600

50%-100%

$230M- $350M

$1.2B- $1.6B

3,300-7,500

150%-480%

$20M- $29M

$46M- $69M

10-12 min

15 min

50%-100%

150%-480%

Source: STV, Metro, 2015

Source: STV, Metro, 2015
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acquisition, and relocation of some stations.
Better grade separation will also be needed to
accommodate additional capacity on the Metro
Orange Line, as adding more buses will eventually
have an unacceptable impact on cross-traffic at
crossings. The Metro Grade Crossing Safety
Policy for Light Rail Transit provides a rough
upper limit for the headways that an at-grade
crossing can handle at a major street- anything
below three minute headways will likely have
significant effects on cross-traffic. This would
roughly translate to 70% to 80% more ridership
than the Metro Orange Line carries today, or
50,000 to 55,000 riders per day. At that ridership
level, conversion to Light Rail could become a
more cost-effective option for both capital and
operating costs.

KEY FINDINGS
Several key conclusions can be reached given the data
presented in this study, as described below.
•

Robust Travel Market Requires Additional Capacity
in Near-Term- The Metro Orange Line serves a

dense and growing corridor in the San Fernando
Valley. Passenger volumes are already nearing the
capacity of the line in certain segments and for
short periods of time, and further growth is
projected in the corridor over the next ten years
and beyond. Additional capacity is needed on the
eastern portion of the line during the morning
and evening peak hours in the near term, or
crowding may soon reach an unacceptable level as
defined by Metro's Transit Service Policy.
•

At-Grade Crossings are Speed and Capacity
Limiters- The many signalized at-grade crossings

along the Metro Orange Line are the biggest
barrier to faster travel times, as buses are often
forced to wait at red lights. There are measures
currently being investigated by Metro Operations
staff in coordination with City of Los Angeles
Department ofTransportation representatives
which should be able to minimize this issue in the
near-term, and provide travel times as much as
eight minutes faster than today between North
Hollywood and Chatsworth. Grade separations
are higher-cost options ($20M to $40M each to
construct) that can provide even greater travel
time improvements in the longer-term, but may
require environmental clearance, right of way
SUBREGIONAL MOBILITY MATRIX- SAN
March 2015

•

Conversion to Rail is an Effective but Expensive
Long-Term Option- Converting the Metro Orange

Line to rail can provide two to six times more
capacity than the existing buses, but comes with a
rough price tag of over a billion of dollars and
requires a long and disruptive construction
process, as well as environmental clearance.
There may not be the ridership in the near term to
support such a high-cost, high-capacity option. As
the San Fernando Valley continues to grow and
density is concentrated near transit under
regulations such as Senate Bill 375, there will
likely be a need for rail in the corridor in the
longer term to ensure fast and convenient travel
across the San Fernando Valley.
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Ottawa is an Example of a Potential Path Forward

- Ottawa, Canada is home to the largest BRT
network in North America. Its Transitway busway
network which first opened in 1983 carries over
200,000 riders per day, and has headways as low
as twenty seconds in its downtown section. The
Transitway network is currently at capacity
downtown, and now is being converted to the light
rail Confederation Line which is expected to open
for service in 2018. Ottawa shows that BRT can be
a great initial service in a corridor to build
ridership, and that it makes sense to switch to rail
service when additional capacity is needed and a
switch to rail can decrease O&M costs. This point
has not yet been reached for the Metro Orange
Line, but will likely be reached in the future given
the projected growth in population and
employment in the San Fernando Valley.
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This document is a case study of a potential link
between the San Fernando Valley (SFV) and San
Gabriel Valley (SGV), from Warner Center to the San
Bernardino County Line, through a high capacity
transit corridor- either Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or
Light Rail Transit (LRT).

0.1

greatest job density along the corridor are: Warner
Center, Van Nuys, North Hollywood, Downtown
Burbank, Glendale, Pasadena, and Montclair.

EXECUTIVE SUM MARY
•

Land Use - Low density residential is the most
common land use throughout the entire corridor,
making up approximately 30-40% of the area near
each segment. Commercial land use is the second
most common in all segments of the corridor,
making up 16-17% of the total area.

•

Ridership- The Metro Orange Line currently
averages nearly 30,000 riders daily between
Chatsworth and North Hollywood. LADOT
Commuter Express Line 549 averages over 400
riders daily between Encino and Pasadena. The
Metro Gold Line averages over 40,000 riders daily
between East Los Angeles and Pasadena, with an
additional8,000-34,000 projected with further
extension east to Azusa and Montclair.

•

Travel Time- Scheduled travel times for major

Existing Conditions
The 60-mile long San Fernando Valley to San Gabriel
Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor study area can
be described by three segments. From west to east,
they are:
• West Segment- Metro Orange Line from Warner
Center to North Hollywood (along the former
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way)
•

Central Segment- State Route (SR) 134 corridor

from North Hollywood to Pasadena (including
Burbank Bob Hope Airport)
•

transit lines along the corridor are shown below.

East Segment- Metro Gold Line corridor from

Pasadena to Montclair (along the former BNSF
Railroad right-of-way)
Key current characteristics along the corridor include
the following:
• Corridor Demographics -The most densely
populated areas along this corridor are: North
Hollywood, Van Nuys, Reseda, Glendale,
Downtown Burbank, Pasadena (around the Del
Mar, Memorial Park, and Lake Stations),
Monrovia, and Montclair. The areas with the

Metro Orange Line- Warner
Center to North H

45-50

Commuter Express 549- North
Hollywood to Pasadena

30-50

Metro Gold Line- Pasadena to
Sierra Madre Villa

11

Metro Gold Line- FuturePasadena to Montclair'

35
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Headways- The Metro Orange Line and Metro
Gold Line provide all-day, frequent service seven
days per week, with peak headways of 4-6 minutes
and off-peak headways of8-12 minutes. LADOT
Commuter Express line 549 runs at 30 minute
headways during weekday peak periods only.

Alternative 1 -Bus Rapid Transit Service from North
Hollywood to Pasadena
•

Summary of Current Issues in Corridor
• West Segment- Travel times are variable due to

the many at-grade crossings. Additionally, the
buses are nearing capacity in the eastern section
of the Metro Orange Line during peak hours.
•

•

Central Segment- Buses only run during certain

0.2

East Segment- There is not a high-quality transit
connection in the Foothill Corridor. However, the
Foothill Extension Phase 2A will open in 2016 and
Phase 2B is undergoing engineering and federal
environmental study.

Proposed Alternatives
Two alternatives are discussed in this section to
improve transit service through the San Fernando
Valley and San Gabriel Valley corridor: improving bus
service in the SR-134 Corridor, and constructing a
single rail line from Montclair to Warner Center.

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor) Improvements

-Between North Hollywood and Pasadena, there
are a number of options to provide higher-quality
transit service. For the purposes of this study, it is
assumed that the improved bus service will be an
extension of Metro Orange Line service from
North Hollywood to Pasadena via Lankershim
Boulevard and the SR-134 HOY lanes, with new
ramps and stations along the freeway. .

weekday hours, and are subject to significant
congestion in the freeway lanes.
•

West Segment (Metro Orange Line) Improvements

-This alternative includes a number of options
have been proposed to improve existing BRT
service by increasing speeds and capacities, as
discussed in the Metro Orange Line
Improvements Case Study (Metro, 2015).

•

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) Improvements-

The Metro Gold Line currently terminates at
Sierra Madre Villa, with its extension to Azusa
(Foothill Extension Phase 2A) expected to open for
operation in 2016. For this alternative, it is
assumed that Foothill Extension Phase 2B would
be constructed in the existing Metro right-of-way
from Azusa to Montclair to complete the
connection to the East.
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Existing
....... Metro R.ail!Tran 5itway

c

._.,_ Metrotink
Fr1eway

Arterial

Alternative 1 - Bus
Rapid Transit Service
Connecting North
Hollywood to
Pasadena

Metro Orange Line
......... Alternative 2 - Light Rail

-+-

Metro Rail/TransHway

~

Metroliok
Freeway

Metro Gold Line

Arterial

Foothill Extension Phase 2A -

Alternative 2 - Rail
Service Connecting
Warner Center to
Montclair

•
West Segment
Metro Orange Line
Convert to LRT

Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension
Construct LRT Line

1

• :=:!

Construct Foothill Extension Phase 28

Source: STV, 2015
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Montclair ($900M to $1.4B), with approximately
$160M to $240M needed to improve the Metro
Orange Line and $130M to $230M needed to extend it
from North Hollywood to Pasadena. Alternative 2 has
a total estimated capital cost of between $4.6 and $8.0
billion in 2015 dollars. All segments have costs in the
billion dollar range, with the potential for higher costs
in the Central Segment due to the uncertainty of
building through a constrained right-of-way.

Alternative 2 - Rail Service from Warner Center to
Montclair
• West Segment (Metro Orange Line) Improvements

-As part of this alternative, the Metro Orange
Line would be converted to a LRT line from
Warner Center to North Hollywood. This is
discussed in the Metro Orange Line
Improvements Case Study (Metro, 2015),
completed as part of the Mobility Matrix work.
•

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor) Improvements

-Similar to BRT service, there are a number of
options for routing a LRT line between North
Hollywood and Pasadena. For the purposes of
this study, it is assumed that an LRT line will
follow a route between Pasadena, Burbank Bob
Hope Airport, and North Hollywood as shown on
the previous page. It is assumed that the route
would be a mix of at-grade, aerial and tunnel
alignments as local conditions and Metro policy
dictate.
•

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) Improvements-

Metro Gold Line Improvements in the East
Segment will be identical to those for Alternative 1
in that they will include the completion of the
Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension Phase 2B
from Azusa to Montclair.

0.3

Capital and Operating Costs
Capital Costs

Alternative 1 has a total estimated capital cost of $1.2
to $1.9 billion in 2015 dollars. Most of the costs in
Alternative 1 are for extending the Metro Gold Line to

Operations and Maintenance Costs

O&M Costs for Alternative 1 are projected to be
between $110 and $160 million (with most of that for
Metro Gold Line operations east of Pasadena). O&M
costs for Alternative 2 are projected to be between
$160 and $250 million with the costs fairly evenly
spread between the segments.

0.4

Effectiveness of Alternatives
Travel Time Improvements

Currently the trip from Warner Center to Montclair
takes between three to four hours in the SR-134
corridor. Under Alternative 1 the trip would take
approximately two hours, but would have significant
uncertainty due to potential traffic on SR-134.
Alternative 2 would remove most of the uncertainty
due to its exclusive LRT guideways, but could take
longer than the express bus service due to its
additional stops. This would lead to a running time of
just over two hours between Warner Center and
Montclair, with slightly more travel time certainty
than Alternative 1.
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Coverage

Longer transit lines that serve more origins and
destinations typically carry more riders than shorter
lines (even if the shorter lines allow riders to transfer
between them). Alternatives 1 and 2 will cover a very
large area with only one transfer needed, and will
likely have more ridership than the three segments
individually.

0.5

Key Findings
•

passenger volumes are already nearing the
capacity of the line in certain segments and time
periods, and further growth is projected over the
next ten years and beyond. Improvements to the
line are needed, as described in the Metro Orange
Line Improvements Case Study (Metro, 2015).

Ridership

Future ridership volumes were not directly projected
as part of this case study due to time and budget
constraints. However, ridership has been forecast
separately for some of these lines recently, as shown
below.

•

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) is Most Ready to
Move Forward -The East Segment already hosts

the existing Metro Gold Line and soon-to-open
Foothill Extension Phase 2A LRT service. Foothill
Extension Phase 2B is currently undergoing
detailed engineering and federal environmental
analysis, and will likely be ready to move forward
to construction if funding can be found .

West Segment
Central Segment
East Segment
•

Alternative 2

28,000+

Central Segment
East S

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor) Requires a
Step-Wise Build-Up in Service- The SR-134

corridor is currently not a major transit corridor
due to limited service and natural and
jurisdictional barriers. Given the billion dollar
price tag for implementing LRT service in the
corridor, it is likely most efficient to build up to
more robust service in a stepwise manner (with
service levels growing with ridership).
•

Segment

West Segment (Metro Orange Line) Requires
Additional Capacity- Metro Orange Line

65,000-77,000

Construction and Operation Challenges -

Constructing and operating these new or
improved services will require overcoming
serious, but surmountable, challenges. These
challenges will need to be closely examined for
these improvements to proceed.
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INTRODUCTION
This document is a case study of a potential link
between the San Fernando Valley and San Gabriel
Valley (SGV), from Warner Center to the San
Bernardino County Line, through a high capacity
transit corridor- either Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or
Light Rail Transit (LRT). Currently, there exist two
high capacity transit lines at either end of the study
area: the Metro Orange Line (BRT) from Warner
Center to North Hollywood, and the Metro Gold Line
(LRT) from downtown Los Angeles to Pasadena. The
Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension Phase 2A to
Azusa is scheduled to open in 2016, and Phase 2B to
Montclair is currently in the conceptual engineering
and federal environmental clearance phase. Whether
the eastern terminus of the Foothill Extension would
be in Claremont (Los Angeles County) or Montclair
(San Bernardino County) is currently under
consideration. For the purposes of this Case Study, it
is assumed that the terminus would be in Montclair to
match recent environmental and engineering
documents released by the Foothill Authority. Having
the terminus in Montclair would be contingent upon

funding from the County of San Bernardino, as
Measure R funds can only be used within Los Angeles
County. Claremont could be used as the terminus
instead, with minimal impact to the conclusions of
this study. Planning, design, funding, construction,
and operation of the Metro Gold Line in San
Bernardino County will require further coordination
with and funding from the City of Montclair and San
Bernardino County.
This report considers methods to link the San
Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys with these existing
and planned transit lines to create a high capacity
transit corridor. Section 2.0 describes the existing
conditions in the Study Area. Section 3.0 describes the
alternatives to connect the San Fernando and San
Gabriel Valleys in detail. Section 4.0 describes the
estimated rough order of magnitude (ROM) capital
and operating costs for both alternatives and Section
5.0 describes the high-level effectiveness of each
alternative compared to existing conditions. Section
6.0 then summarizes the key findings of this case
study, including the benefits, impacts, and
constraints.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Existing conditions in the Case Study corridor are
discussed in the following sections. Topics covered
include existing transit route alignments and stations,
demographics, ridership, travel times, and headways.

2.1

Alignments and Stations
The San Fernando Valley to San Gabriel Valley High
Capacity Transit Corridor study area (described
henceforth as the "Study Area") is approximately 60
miles long. As shown in Figure 2-1, it can be
described by three segments. From west to east, they
are:
• West Segment- Metro Orange Line from Warner
Center to North Hollywood (along the former
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way)
•

Central Segment- State Route (SR) 134 corridor

from North Hollywood to Pasadena (including
Burbank Bob Hope Airport)
•

East Segment- Metro Gold Line corridor from
Pasadena to Montclair (along the former BNSF
Railroad right-of-way)

Los Angeles and utilizes the Metro Division 8
maintenance and storage facility. The Metro Orange
Line busway is at-grade at all roadway crossings and
must stop at 31 signalized intersections along its route
and at all intersections along the Warner Center loop
where it runs in mixed-flow traffic. A more detailed
discussion of current Metro Orange Line conditions is
included in the Metro Orange Line Improvements
Case Study (Metro, 2015).
Central Segment

The only existing continuous transit line that travels
between North Hollywood and Pasadena is the Los
Angeles Department ofTransportation (LADOT)
Commuter Express 549, which operates only on
weekdays during traditional morning and evening
commute hours. The line travels from North
Hollywood to Pasadena on Lankershim Boulevard,
Riverside Drive, Alameda Avenue, Buena Vista Street,
SR-134 (with two exits for stops in Glendale), Fair
Oaks Avenue, and Walnut Street. There are 11 stops
on the approximately 15 miles of this route, which is
shown in Figure 2-1. There are other possible
alignments for the Central Segment, but the SR-134
alignment was chosen for the purposes of this Study.
East Segment

West Segment

The Metro Orange Line route from Warner Center to
North Hollywood totals about 15 miles with 14 stops
on a dedicated busway, with the exception of a portion
in mixed-traffic in a loop around Warner Center. The
Metro Orange Line operates entirely within the City of

The existing Metro Gold Line route in the San Gabriel
Valley travels from the Del Mar Station to its current
terminus at Sierra Madre Villa Station in Pasadena,
and is about 4.5 miles long with five stops. The
extensions from Pasadena to Azusa and Azusa to
Montclair (Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension Phases
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2A and 2B, respectively) add a combined 24 miles and
12 stops, with at least one stop in each of the 11 cities
it travels through: Arcadia, Monrovia, Duarte,
Irwindale, Azusa, Glendora, San Dimas, La Verne,
Pomona, Claremont, and Montclair. Phase 2A of the
Foothill Extension is projected to open in 2016, while
Phase 2B is currently undergoing engineering and
federal environmental review. The Metro Gold Line
currently utilizes the Division 21 rail yard near

Downtown Los Angeles, and will continue to utilize
this yard in addition to a new maintenance facility
under construction in Monrovia. East of downtown
Pasadena, the alignment is entirely grade separated
and runs in the median oflnterstate 210 (I-210)
through Pasadena. The Foothill Extension is
constructed or planned to use crossing gates at all
roadway crossings that are not grade separated.

Figure 2-1. San Fernando Valley to San Gabriel Valley High Capacity Transit Corridor Overview
Existing

Corridor

-

Metro RaiVTransitway

....._ Metrolink

-"~" Metro Gold Line
- - LADOT Commuter Express 549
Foothill Extension Phase 2AUnder Construction
0
W

Freeway
Arterial

1

2
W

4
I

•
West Segment
Metro Orange Line
rm

Source: STV, 2015
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2.2.1

Corridor Demographics
Corridor demographics between North Hollywood
and Pasadena are not evaluated along Commuter
Express Line 549's current route, but along
representative potential BRT or rail routes discussed
further in Section 3.0. It should be noted that the
proposed routes for the BRT and LRT Alternatives are
different given their different operating schemes and
physical configurations

Population and Employment

The most densely populated areas along this corridor
are: North Hollywood, Van Nuys, Reseda, Glendale,
Downtown Burbank, Pasadena (around the Del Mar,
Memorial Park, and Lake Stations), Monrovia, and
Montclair. The areas with the greatest job density
along the corridor are: Warner Center, Van Nuys,
North Hollywood, Downtown Burbank, Glendale,
Pasadena, and Montclair.
Table 2-1 shows the population and number of jobs
within a half-mile of each corridor segment.

Table 2-1. Approximate Population and Employment within ~ Mile of Corridor Segments

+7.3%
303,683

324,550

317,625

339,109

+4.9%

+4.5%

*: BRT and LRT lines analyzed follow different alignments, and have different underlying demographics
Source: STV, 2015; Metro 2014 Short Range Transportation Plan
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Land Use

As shown in Table 2-2 through Table 2-4, low density
residential is the most common land use throughout
the entire corridor, making up approximately 30-40%
of the area near each segment. Commercial land use

is the second most common in all segments of the
corridor, making up 16-17% of the total area. Figure
2-2 shows the land use distribution throughout the
entire corridor.

Table 2-2. Land Uses within ~ Mile ofWest Segment (Metro Orange Line)

Low Density Residential

41.3%

Commercial

17.6%

Medium J High Density Residential

8.5%

Other

7.8%

Source: STY, 2015 ; SCAG, 2008
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Table 2-3. Land Uses within Yz Mile of Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor)

5.6%

11.6%

5.4%

7.2%
5.6%
1.1%

4.7%
*: BRT and LRT lines analyzed follow different alignments, and have different underlying land uses
Source: STY, 2015 ; SCAG , 2008

Table 2-4. Land Uses within Yz Mile of East Segment {Metro Gold Line)

Mixed Use

0.9%

Other

7.7%

Source: STY, 2015 ; SCAG, 2008
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Figure 2-2. Land Use within !h Mile of the SFV to SGV Transit Corridor
Land Use Type

••

R

Low Density Residential
Medium/High Density Residential
Commercial
Industrial
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Corridor
Transportation I Utili lies
Other
Open Space I Recreation
Mixed Use

c::::J
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-
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Transit Corridor

.,..._ Metro Rail/Transitway
........- Metrolink

Metro Orange Line

Freeway

Metro Gold Line
Foothill Extension Phase 2A -

Arterial
0

1

2
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4
I

Source: STY, 2015; SCAG, 2008
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Ridership

2.4

Operating Characteristics

Table 2-5 shows the average daily ridership on the
existing Metro Orange and Gold Lines, LADOT Line
549, and the projected daily ridership of the Metro
Gold Line Foothill Extension Phases 2A and 2B .

2.4.1

Travel Time

Table 2-5. Average Daily Ridership by line

Scheduled travel times for major transit lines along
the corridor are shown in Table 2-6. As there are few
at-grade crossings along the Metro Gold Line in
Pasadena, trip duration is less variable through this
segment.
Table 2-6. Scheduled Travel Time

420*
Metro Orange Line- Warner
Center to North Hollywood

45-50
30-50

8,000-12,000

Commuter Express 549 - North
Hollywood to Pasadena
Metro Gold Line- Pasadena to
Sierra Madre Villa

11

14,000-22 ,000

Metro Gold Line - Future Pasadena to Montclair'

35

43 ,000*

Note: Travel time for Metro Orange Line is from Warner Center to
North Hollywood, which differs from what is analyzed in Metro
Orange Line Improvements Case Study (Chatsworth to North
Hollywood) .
Source: LADOT, 2015; Metro, 2015; Metro Gold Line Foothill
Extension Construction Authority, 2007

' Ridership Statistics, Metro 2015.
Metro Gold Line Phase II Pasadena to Montclair- Foothill
Extension Final Environmental Impact Report, 2007.
1
Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension- Azusa to Montclair Final
Environmental Impact Report, 2013.

2
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2.4.2

2.4.3

Headways

Table 2-7 shows the scheduled headways on major
transit lines operating in the corridor during key
periods of the day. It should be noted that headways
between North Hollywood and the Canoga station on
the Metro Orange Line are shorter than those at
Warner Center, as service splits at the Canoga station
with half of the buses heading to Warner Center and
half to Chatsworth. The 2007 Environmental Impact
Report for the Gold Line Foothill Extension evaluates
the full extension initially operating at 10 minute
headways during peak service and 20 minute
headways off-peak. This translates to every other train
traveling through Pasadena continuing onto
Montclair.
Table 2-7. Existing Headways of Major Transit Lines in the Corridor

Summary of Current Issues in Corridor

The SFV to SGV corridor presents a number of
challenges for the transit rider.
• In the West Segment along the Metro Orange
Line, travel times are variable due to the many atgrade crossings. Additionally, the buses are
nearing capacity in the eastern section of the
Metro Orange Line during peak hours.
•

In the Central Segment along the SR-134 corridor,
buses only run during certain weekday hours, and
are subject to significant congestion in the freeway
lanes.

•

In the East Segment, there is not a high-quality
transit connection in the Foothill Corridor.
However, the Foothill Extension Phase 2A will
open in 2016 and Phase 2B is undergoing
engineering and federal environmental study.

Headway (minutes)
Time of Day

Metro Orange
Line

LADOTComm.
Express 549

Metro Gold Line
(Pasadena)

AM Peak

4

30

6

Mid-Day

8

No Service

12

4

30

6

10-20

No Service

10-20

10

No Service

8

10-20

No Service

10-20

Evening

I

Potential improvements discussed in Section 3.0
should aim to address these major issues.

Weekend
Day
Evening

Source: STV, LADOT, Metro, 2015
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3.0

Two alternatives are discussed in this section to
improve transit service through the San Fernando
Valley and San Gabriel Valley corridor: improving bus
service in the SR-134 Corridor, and constructing a
single rail line from Montclair to Warner Center.

3.1

Alternative 1 - Bus Rapid Transit Service
from North Hollywood to Pasadena
Alternative 1 focuses on implementing ali-day, high
quality bus service in the segment of the SFV-SGV
corridor with the least-intensive transit service
currently: the Central Segment along the SR-134
corridor. An overview of this alternative is provided in
Figure 3-1.

3.1 _,

this case study are only from Warner Center to North
Hollywood, while the Metro Orange Line
Improvements Case Study covers the entire Metro
Orange Line alignment from Chatsworth to North
Hollywood.

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES

3.1.2

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor) Improvements

Between North Hollywood and Pasadena, there are a
number of options to provide higher-quality transit
service. Bus improvements have been studied several
times before in the corridor, including as part of the
following studies:
• Tri-Cities Transit Study (SCAG, 2008)
•

Los Angeles County Bus Rapid Transit and Street
Design Improvement Study (Metro, 2013)

•

Multi-Modal Ground Access Planning Study
(Burbank Bob Hope Airport, 2014)

West Segment (Metro Orange Une) Improvements

The Metro Orange Line currently provides ali-day,
high-quality transit service from North Hollywood to
Warner Center (with continuing service north to
Chatsworth) . A number of options have been
proposed to improve this service by increasing speeds
and capacities, as discussed in the Metro Orange Line
Improvements Case Study (Metro, 2015). Many or all
of these bus improvements could handle the
additional passengers expected to use the Metro
Orange Line with the addition of an improved
connection from North Hollywood to Pasadena. It
should be noted that the improvements proposed in

For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that the
improved bus service will be an extension of Metro
Orange Line service from North Hollywood to
Pasadena. The route would use bus only lanes on
Lankershim Boulevard between North Hollywood and
SR-134. New drop ramps into the high-occupancy
vehicle (HOY) lanes would be installed on SR-134 at
Lankershim Boulevard and in Downtown Pasadena,
with the buses using the HOY lanes in between. New
median busway stations (similar to the Metro Silver
Line along the Harbor Transitwayfl-110) would be
installed in the Burbank Media District and
Downtown Glendale. Buses would run every eight
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minutes during the peak period, with lesser headways
in the off-peak. Only Warner Center Metro Orange
Line buses would travel to Pasadena (Chatsworth
buses would continue to terminate at North
Hollywood) . Other routes are possible, and further
refinement of concepts is expected as part of the
Metro study of potential BRT service in the corridor
which is projected to be completed in late 2016.
BurbankBus is currently in the process of
implementing a frequent, all-day local bus connection
between North Hollywood and Burbank Bob Hope
Airport. It is assumed that this service would be
utilitized to provide the North Hollywood to Airport
connection under this Alternative.

3.1.3

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) Improvements

The Metro Gold Line currently terminates at Sierra
Madre Villa, with its extension to Azusa (Foothill
Extension Phase 2A) expected to open for operation in
2016. For this alternative, it is assumed that Foothill
Extension Phase 2B would be constructed in the
existing Metro right-of-way from Azusa to Montclair
to complete the connection to the East. As discussed
previously, the Phase 2B extension is currently
undergoing engineering and federal environmental
review.

Figure 3-1. Alternative 1 -Bus Rapid Transit Service Connecting North Hollywood to Pasadena
~- -- ' ~ - -

SGV/SFV High.{;apacity

• •

~

Transit Corridor

........., Metro Orange Line
- -+- Alternative 1 - Bus Rapid Transit

Metro Gold Line

Existing

-+-

Metro Rail!Transitway

-+-- Metrolink
Freeway
Arterial

•
West Segment
Metro Orange Line

I •II

East Segment
ov>'») ~ Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension 1

F:

Construct Foothill Extension Phase 28

Source: STY, 2015
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Alternative 2 focuses on implementing an LRT line
from Warner Center to Montclair. This will require
improvements on all three segments of the corridor,
as described below and shown in Figure 3-2.
3.2.1

may be a more efficient option than leaving the
Canoga Metro Orange Line alignment as BRT.

Alternative 2 - Rail Service from Warner
Center to Montclair

West Segment (Metro Orange Une) Improvements

As part of this alternative, the Metro Orange Line
would be converted to a LRT line from Warner Center
to North Hollywood. This is discussed in the Metro
Orange Line Improvements Case Study (Metro, 2015),
completed as part of the Mobility Matrix work. A
conversion would require the installation of tracks and
station platforms, upgraded signals and grade
crossings/separations, new vehicles, and potentially a
new maintenance facility. Further information on
upgrading the Metro Orange Line to LRT can be
found in the Case Study. It should be noted for this
alternative that improvements are only proposed
between Warner Center and North Hollywood (and
not between Warner Center and Chatsworth) . It is
assumed that the Warner Center to Chatsworth
section of the Metro Orange Line would be kept as
BRT, although this would have significant cost and
operations implications, and would require a transfer
for a trip that today can be done without transferring.
The Metro Orange Line Improvements Case Study
examines conversion of the full Metro Orange Line
between Chatsworth and North Hollywood, which

3.2.2

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor) Improvements

Similar to BRT service, there are a number of options
for routing a LRT line between North Hollywood and
Pasadena. LRT in this corridor has been studied
several times before, including as part of the following
studies:
• Tri-Cities Transit Study (SCAG, 2008)
•

Multi-Modal Ground Access Planning Study
(Burbank Bob Hope Airport, 2014)

For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that an
LRT line will follow a route between Pasadena,
Burbank Bob Hope Airport, and North Hollywood as
shown in Figure 3-2. This route duplicates one
described in the 2014 Burbank Bob Hope Airport
Study, but other routes are possible. It is assumed
that the route would be a mix of at-grade, aerial and
tunnel alignments as local conditions and Metro
policy dictate, and that a new maintenance facility
would not be needed in this segment (rail cars could
be maintained at other existing and planned facilities
in the SFV-SGV corridor) . Further study is needed for
many features of this alternative, including where to
locate a logical transfer location in Pasadena that
supports both operations and ridership, where to
maintain vehicles (one new maintenance facility
would likely be needed between Warner Center and
Pasadena), and if there would be any interlining of
trains (as discussed further in Section 3.2.4) .
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East Segment (Metro Gold Line) Improvements

Metro Gold Line Improvements in the East Segment
will be identical to those for Alternative 1 in that they
will include the completion of the Metro Gold Line
Foothill Extension Phase 2B from Azusa to Montclair.
3.2.4

Operating Considerations
It is assumed that LRT vehicles would run
continuously on the corridor from Warner Center to

Pasadena, a distance of 33 miles, with headways
comparable to existing Metro LRT lines (five to ten
minutes in the peak period). In Pasadena, it is
assumed that a transfer would be needed to continue
on the existing Metro Gold Line to downtown Los
Angeles or Montclair. Both the Metro Gold Line and
a Metro Orange LinefSR-134 Corridor LRT line would
be approaching the practical length limits of a single
LRT line, leading to potential operational and
schedule reliability issues that will need to be
investigated further should the line be pursued.

Figure 3-2. Alternative 2- Rail Service Connecting Warner Center to Montclair
Existing
Metro Rail!Transitway
,.....__ Metrolink
Freeway

Arterial
Foothill Extension Phase 2A ·
._.... Under Construction

Foothill Extension Phase 2B ·
-

Planned

W -i

-M iles

SR-134 Corridor
Convert to LRT

Construct LRT Line

Construct Foothill Extension Phase 28

Source: STV, 2015
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CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS
The potential improvements discussed in Section 3.0
have both construction and operations costs which
should be considered when weighing the costs and
benefits of the alternatives. They are discussed
further in this section. In addition to costs, there
would likely be environmental impacts from
implementing these alternatives. These potential
environmental impacts are not examined in detail in
this report, and would be examined in a future
environmental document, if improvements in the
corridor move forward.

4.1

Capital Costs

$160M to $240M needed to improve the Metro
Orange Line and $130M to $230M needed to extend it
from North Hollywood to Pasadena.
Alternative 2 has a total estimated capital cost of
between $4.6 and $8.0 billion in 2015 dollars. All
segments have costs in the billion dollar range, with
the potential for higher costs in the Central Segment
due to the uncertainty of building through a
constrained right-of-way that would require a mix of
at-grade, aerial, and below-ground alignment (the
West and East Segments follow existing Metro-owned
corridors and are mainly at-grade with short aerial
sections).
Table 4-1. ROM Capital Cost Estimate- Alternative 1 (2015 $}

Capital costs for the design and construction of
improvements in the SFV-SGV corridor are shown in
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 for Alternatives 1 and 2,
respectively. These costs are presented in 2015
dollars, and are at a rough-order-of-magnitude (ROM)
planning level of detail. They do not include right-ofway or financing costs, which are very uncertain until
more detailed design and environmental studies are
carried out. It should be noted that the Metro Orange
Line Improvement costs differ from those presented
in the other Case Study due to varying western
termini (Warner Center vs. Chatsworth).

;g. ;;.m
Segment (Metro Orange Line)
Bus Improvements

$160M

$240M

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor)
Metro Orange Line Extension

$130M

$230M

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) Construct Foothill Ext. Phase 28'~

$900M

$1,400M

$1,200M

$1 ,900M

*: Foothill 2B costs taken from estimate prepared by Foothill Authority
Costs do not include right-of-way or finandng costs
Source: S1V, Metro, 2015

Alternative 1 has a total estimated capital cost of $1.2
to $1.9 billion in 2015 dollars. Most of the costs in
Alternative 1 are for extending the Metro Gold Line to
Montclair ($900M to $1.4B), with approximately
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Table 4-3. ROM O&M Cost Estimate- Alternative 1

Table 4-2. ROM Capital Cost Estimate- Alternative 2 (201 S $)

Segment/Improvements

$l,OOOM

$1,400M

est Segment (Metro Orange Line)
Bus Improvements

$2,700M

$5,000M

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor)
Metro Orange Line Extension

$900M

$1,400M

East Segment (Metro Gold Line)Construct Foothill Ext. Phase 2B'~

$4,600M
$8,000M
Foothill 2B costs taken from estimate prepared by Foothill Authority
Costs do not include right-of-way or fmancing
Source: STV, Metro, 2015
'~:

4.2

Operations and Maintenance Costs
Rough order of magnitude (ROM) annual operations
and maintenance (O&M) costs for Alternatives 1 and 2
are shown in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, respectively.
These costs are in 2015 dollars and are based on
current Metro Orange Line and Metro Rail O&M cost
parameters. They assume headways and speeds
typical of current Metro BRT and Rail lines, and only
cover O&M costs in the portions of the corridors
analyzed in this study

..

I Total Cost- Low ITotal Cost- High
I
I

I

$23M

I

$28M

$16M

I

$24M

$73M

I

$110M

$110M

I

$160M

Source: STV, Metro, 2015

Table 4-4. ROM O&M Cost Estimate- Alternative 2
Segment/Improvements

I Total Cost- Low ITotal Cost- High

Segment (Metro Orange Line)
Conversion to LRT*

I

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor)
Construction of LRT

I

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) Construct Foothill Ext. Phase 2B

$38M

I

$57M

$53M

I

$80M

$73M

$110M

$160M

$250M

*: Metro Orange Line bus service between Warner Center and North Hollywood
would be discontinued after conversion to LRT, saving approximately $19M per
year in O&M costs.
Source: STV, Metro, 2015

Table 4-3 shows the O&M Costs for Alternative 1,
which are projected to be between $110 and $160
million (with most of that for Metro Gold Line
operations east of Pasadena). Table 4-4 shows the
O&M cost for Alternative 2, which is projected to be
between $160 and $250 million with the costs fairly
evenly spread between the segments.
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5.0

EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVES

5.1

Travel Time Improvements

Table 5-1. Travel Times- Warner Center to Montclair

45-50

It is currently a multi-transfer trip to get from Warner
Center to Montclair via local bus and rail service, with
the most difficult section of the trip being between
North Hollywood and Pasadena where there is only
LADOT Commuter Express Line 549 service during
weekday peak hours. Given the current travel options,
a route taking the Metro Orange Line, Metro Red
Line, and Metrolink via Los Angeles Union Station
provides very good travel time during peak periods.

30-50
10
85-95

37-43

As shown in Table 5-1, currently the trip from Warner
Center to Montclair takes between three to four hours
in the SR-134 corridor. Under Alternative 1 the trip
would take approximately two hours, but would have
significant uncertainty due to potential traffic on SR134. Alternative 2 would remove most of the
uncertainty due to its exclusive LRT guideways, but
could take longer than the express bus service due to
its additional stops. This would lead to a running
time of just over two hours between Warner Center
and Montclair, with slightly more travel time certainty
than Alternative 1.

25-40
5-10
46
113-139

35
40-45
and Wait
East Segment (Metro Gold Line) - Construct
Foothill Ext. Phase 2B
Total -Warner Center to Montclair

5-10
46
126-136

Source: STV, Metro, 2015
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Table 5-2. Estimated Ridership- Warner Center to Montclair

Coverage
Longer transit lines that serve more origins and
destinations typically carry more riders than shorter
lines (even if the shorter lines allow riders to transfer
between them) . In the case of the SFV-SGV corridor,
the three distinct segments in the existing conditions
have good population and employment densities as
shown in Table 2-1, but require transfers (between
different operators currently) for trips that span more
than one segment. Alternatives 1 and 2 will cover a
very large area with only one transfer needed, and will
likely have more ridership than the three segments
individually.

5.3

IADOT

420

28,000+
(50%-100% capacity
Metro

1,100-1,700
65,000-77,000

Ridership
Future ridership volumes were not directly projected
as part of this case study due to time and budget
constraints. However, ridership has been forecast
separately for some of these line segments through
various studies, as shown in Table S-2. Enhanced
Metro Orange Line ridership has not yet been
estimated, but would likely see an increase with bus
capacity andfor LRT improvements. The Central
Segment has the lowest ridership currently, but could
see an increase in ridership, if BRT or LRT service is
implemented. The Metro Gold Line is projected to
see ridership increase to over 70,000 riders daily, if it
is extended to Montclair.

Segment* (Metro Orange Line) Conversion to LRT

28,000+
(150%-480% capacity
increase)

Central Segment** (SR-134 Corridor)Construction of LRT

20,000-30,000

East Segment*** (Metro Gold Line) Construct Foothill Ext. Phase 2B

65,000-77,000

Notes:
*West Segment ridership has not yet been estimated- projected capacity
increase shown for reference.
** Central segment ridership forecast in Bob Hope Airport Ground Access
Study.
*** East segment ridership forecast by Foothill Authority.
Source: STV, Metro, 2015
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lead to improved express or BRT service that will
operate all- day. Once this service builds a larger
ridership base, logical next steps to enhanced bus
service and rail service will be smaller and easier
to justify given their higher costs.

KEY FINDINGS
Several key conclusions can be reached given the data
described in this study:
•

West Segment (Metro Orange Line) Requires
Additional Capacity- The Metro Orange Line

serves a dense and growing corridor in the San
Fernando Valley. Passenger volumes are already
nearing the capacity of the line in certain
segments and time periods, and further growth is
projected over the next ten years and beyond.
Additional capacity is needed on the line in the
near term with the current eastern terminus at
North Hollywood, and adding more riders by
extending the line to the east would only
exacerbate the situation. Improvements to the
Metro Orange Line are needed in the near term,
or crowding may soon reach an unacceptable
level. For further detail on options to improve the
Metro Orange Line, see the Metro Orange Line
Improvements Case Study (Metro, 2015)
•

Central Segment (SR-134 Corridor) Requires a
Step-Wise Build-Up in Service- The SR-134

corridor is currently not a major transit corridor
due to limited service and natural and
jurisdictional barriers between the San Fernando
and San Gabriel Valleys. Given the billion dollar
price tag for implementing LRT service in the
corridor, it is likely most efficient to build up to
more robust service in a stepwise manner (with
service levels growing with ridership) . The Metro
studies that have recently been completed and are
soon to start are a great first step, and will likely

•

East Segment (Metro Gold Line) is Most Ready to
Move Forward -While rail lines in the western

and central segments of the SFV-SGV corridor are
still in the infancy of their implementation
processes, the East Segment already hosts the
existing Metro Gold Line and soon-to-open
Foothill Extension Phase 2A LRT service. Foothill
Extension Phase 2B is currently undergoing
detailed engineering and federal environmental
analysis, and will likely be ready to move forward
to construction, if funding can be found. Of the
three segments of the SFV-SGV corridor, the East
Segment is most ready to move forward to
construction and operation.
•

Construction and Operation Challenges -

Constructing and operating these new or
improved services will require overcoming
serious, but surmountable, challenges.
Construction will be a multi-year process
(especially for the more expensive alternatives)
that will require acquisition of right-of-way and
disruption to the surrounding community.
Operation oflines as long as proposed will be
challenging, as they will have difficulty staying on
schedule reliably and avoid straining operators
and equipment. All of these issues will need to be
examined further for these improvements to
proceed.
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